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Bombard Rib Bombard Explorer DB 550 Rib

Year: 2010 Heads: 0
Location: Conwy Marina Cabins: 0
LOA: 18' 1" (5.50m) Berths:
Beam: Keel: Planing
Draft: Engines: 1

Remarks:
A rare opportunity to acquire an immaculate 550 Bombard RIB…Just arrived!!! This 2010 Bombard Explorer DB 550
RIB is powered by a Mercury 60hp EFI 4-Stroke Outboard Engine.  This is a fantastic RIB package and ideal for a
first-time buyer.The Bombard 550 RIB is great for cruising and exploring the North Wales coastline and having fun. 
It has great performance and cushioned seating for your comfort.

£9,500 Tax Paid

E: info@nybconwy.co.uk T: 01492 580001

www.networkyachtbrokers.com | over 700 boats listed
REF: 073823
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Construction, Mechanical and Rigging

Construction:
Bombard Explorer DB 550 Rib, built by Bombard Ribs in 2010.
GRP hull, deck, and internal superstructure
PVC Inflatable buoyancy tubing - Decitex 1100

Bombard sportsboats are crafted from 1100 Decitex 'Strongan' fabric which is significantly
tough. It has been perfected to retain its original character even after years and years of
prolonged exposure to ozone and the sun’s UV rays. It is particularly airtight and designed for
the marine environment. 

Tubes sealed using thermobonding teachnique to ensure a long lasting seal between the
fabric seams. This fuses the fabric together, as well as welding the inner and outer joining
strips in a fully-automated heat-fusion process. This is a very reliable construction method,
making a permanent seal at the seams, which can be seen immediately from the excellent
finish.

Mechanical:
Single Mercury EFI Four Stroke 60hp petrol outboard engine with 3-bladed painted aluminium
propeller.
Mercury throttle controls
Standard dash instrumentation to include RPM, engine hours, and fuel gauge.
98 hours on the engine
Engine serviced May 2019
Full service history

Inventory
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Layout:

Steering console offset to starboard c/w handrail and windscreen
Double bench seat for helm and companion behind console complete with armrests
Bow seating
Forward facing single seat directly in front of the console 

Equipment:

Anchor, chain and warp
Bow roller c/w cleat
Pump
Flares
Battery
2 sets of keys
Two fuel tanks
Fenders

Trailer:

Indespension Roller Coaster 750 road trailer c/w lightboard

Accommodation

Remarks :

A rare opportunity to acquire an immaculate 550 Bombard RIB…Just arrived!!! This 2010
Bombard Explorer DB 550 RIB is powered by a Mercury 60hp EFI 4-Stroke Outboard
Engine.  This is a fantastic RIB package and ideal for a first-time buyer.
The Bombard 550 RIB is great for cruising and exploring the North Wales coastline and
having fun.  It has great performance and cushioned seating for your comfort. The sun is
shining and there is no time like the present.  This Bombard 550 RIB is a perfect, exciting
boat for any boating enthusiast. View it at Conwy Marina.

 

 Contact: Boatpoint Conwy, Conwy Marina, Conwy, North Wales, LL32 8GU
Tel: 01492 580001

 Email: info@nybconwy.co.uk

Disclaimer : Boatpoint Conwy offers the details of this vessel for sale but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of the information contained in the
specification or warrant the condition of the vessel or equipment. A buyer should instruct his agents, or surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer
desires validated. This vessel is offered for sale subject to no prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice.
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